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LUCY FLOOR LAMP
If statement pieces make you 
dizzy, this clear acrylic three-
legged floor lamp will have you 
swearing your love for Lucy.



MEYER PLANTER
Just like hybrid lemon with the 
same name, our planter is a cross 
between the shine of midcentury 
modern and the saltiness of bru-
talism. Served in pairs, in your 
choice of tall or short.



ROULETTE MIRROR
Our money is on this burnished 
brass beauty and her beguiling 
ability to trip the light fantastic. 
We bet you’ll say, “Oui.”



CRASS WALL SCONCE
When chrome meets brass, 
there’s no other way to describe it 
than, “crass.” But with burnished 
brass finishes, this sconce also 
knows how to mix well among 
polite company.



MASON TABLE LAMP
Cast epic patterns in shadow and 
light around any room with this 
custom-designed, natural-color 
molded concrete table lamp, 
adorned with an anything-but- 
brutal black silk shade.



MASON SIDE TABLE
This brutalist-inspired three-
legged side table takes center 
stage in any space and is topped 
with round smoked glass to el-
evate even the most elegant 
cocktail.



ABOUT MELD
MELD is what happens when three friends choose 
to combine their penchant for modernism with the 
audacity to believe that their designs could improve 
communities. Established in 2014 in Salt Lake City, MELD 
has blossomed from concept to celebrity through its 
originality. The founders’ disruptive approach to design 
is defying conventions, and shaking up the image of 
Salt Lake City.



PRODUCT INFORMATION

LUCY FLOOR LAMP
MFL001 Lucy Acrylic Floor Lamp, 62”h

MEYER PLANTER
MPL010 Meyer Planter Tall, Black, Raw Steel Base, 15”h

MPL012 Meyer Planter Short, Black, Raw Steel Base, 12”h

ROULETTE MIRROR
MWM001 Roulette Mirror, Burnished Brass, 30”

CRASS WALL SCONCE
MWS003 Crass Wall Sconce, 22”h

MASON TABLE LAMP
MTL005 Mason Table Lamp, 28”h

MASON SIDE TABLE
MOT006 Mason Side Table, 20”h
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